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Lab 9: 3‐phase Inverters and Snubbers
Pre Lab
3‐phase inverters:
Three phase inverters can be realized in two ways: three single‐phase inverters operating together, or
one three‐phase inverter. The three phase inverter is almost always the better choice. Following is a
schematic for a three‐phase inverter with a 3‐phase, wye connected, resistive load attached:
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VCircuit 1 3‐phase inverter
There’s always one IGBT from each “column” on. Care must be taken to never have two vertically‐
aligned IGBTs on at the same time, because that would short the DC source.
Let’s assume that a 3‐phase, balanced (Ra = Rb = Rc), resistive load is connected to terminals a, b, and c of
the inverter (as shown on the previous page). The load is connected in a wye configuration. Let’s
operate the inverter in the simplest way possible: 1800 conduction. In this mode each IGBT is on for the
same amount of time every cycle, and the IGBTs always operate in the same sequence. For this example
that sequence is as follows:
135 >> 156 >> 126 >> 246 >> 234 >> 345 >> 135 >> etc
So for the first state, Q1, Q3, & Q5 are all on and all other IGBTs are off. For our purposes, when an IGBT
is on it acts like a short. With that in mind, when Q 135 are on points a & c are shorted to V+, and point
b is shorted to V‐. This is the equivalent circuit:
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1. What is the line to neutral voltage across each phase of the load? i.e what’s Van, Vbn, and Vcn?

During the next state point a is shorted to V+, and points b & c are shorted to V‐.

2. Draw the output voltage waveform for each of the phases as voltage vs. t (or wt if that’s easier
for you). Include at least one full cycle of each. Label the voltages on your plots in terms of Vdc.
Show enough of your work (calculating the voltages) that your lab instructor can tell you didn’t
just look it up online.

3. What is the equation for rms line‐to‐neutral output voltage in terms of input DC voltage? This
one you can look up; no need to derive it.
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Snubbers
We’ve use
ed lots of circcuits in this class that have
e an inductor and a switch,, and they’ve proven very
useful to us. One aspecct of these cirrcuits that we
e’ve yet to loook at is what happens the instant a switch is
opened in
n an inductive
e circuit. Conssider Circuit 2:
2
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Circuit 2 Flyback convverter
Circuit 2 is called a flyb
back converte
er. It’s basically a buck‐booost chopper w
whose inducto
or has been ssplit
e
for Vout with pola rity shown is:
in two to form a transfformer. The equation
1
d side 1 respe
ectively. Flybaack converterrs are used exxtensively in C
CRT
n2 and n1 are the turnss of side 2 and
monitors and TVs, cell phone chargers, printers, and many otther applications. The main advantage they
provide over traditionaal buck‐boostt converters iss isolation beetween the in
nput and outp
put sides of th
he
circuit.
Besides being extreme
ely useful, flyb
back converte
ers also do a ggood job of h
highlighting th
he need for
M
is turn
ned on, curre
ent flows throough side onee of the transfformer, storin
ng
snubbers.. When the MOSFET
energy in the form of a magnetic fie
eld. If you’ve had energy cconversion, yo
ou might have guessed thaat the
i
fo
or this part off the operatio
on is the core (magnetizingg) inductancee of the
effective inductance
transform
mer.
1. When
W
the MOSFET is opene
ed, there’s a danger
d
preseented to it. What is that daanger and why
does it occur?
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t this proble
em is to use an RC snubberr. An RC snub
bber is just a sseries RC netw
work
The simplest solution to
n and source of the FET. Ciircuit 3 showss the flyback converter with the snubber in
placed across the drain
place.
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uit 3 Flyback converter
c
witth RC snubber
Circu
ber gives the current a patth to keep flo
owing even affter the MOSFFET is opened
d. The impedaance
The snubb
of the snu
ubber is much
h larger than the
t on resistaance of the FEET though, so
o it doesn’t afffect the operration
of the con
nverter. The optimal
o
design of snubbers will be left tto another daay. For now w
we’ll work witth
these gen
neral rule foun
nd in “Snubbe
er Circuits: Th
heory, Applicaation, and Deesign,” by Phillip C. Todd o
of TI:


Cs should be 2‐‐4 times the output
o
capacitance of the FET



Rs should equaal the charactteristic imped
dance of the rresonant circu
uit, which is

. Ls is the

le
eakage, or serries, inductan
nce of the tran
nsformer. Tooo many “s” su
ubscripts…
2. If the output capacitance off a certain FET is 1500 pF, and the leakaage inductance of a certain
trransformer is 30 mH, desiggn a RC snubb
ber for a flybaack converterr in which theese components
arre used.
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Lab Exercises
3‐phase inverters:
1. Hook up and run a 3‐phase, 1800modulation inverter. Connect a 200 Ω/phase, wye‐connected
load to the inverter. Use a 20 V DC source as input.
2. Take a screenshot of all three phases of output voltage on the scope.

3. What’s the rms voltage of each phase? Is this L‐L or L‐N voltage? Does this agree with the
predicted values?

4. Take a screenshot of the harmonic analyzer, looking at the voltage of one phase. What strikes
you as interesting about the voltage spectrum?
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5. Now change the load to delta‐connected and run the inverter.
6. Again, take a screenshot of all of the output voltages.

7. What’s the rms voltage of each phase? Is this L‐L or L‐N voltage? Does this agree with the
predicted values?

8. Are the spectrums of these voltages significantly different from the spectrums when the load
was connected in wye?

If you’ll remember way back to the previous lab, we saw that using pulse‐width modulation (PWM) can
have a huge positive effect on the harmonics. The switching is a lot more complicated for 3‐phase
inverters, so we’ll let the LVDAC software take care of it for us.
9. Change to a 3‐phase PWM inverter. Leave the load delta‐connected.
10. Run the inverter so the “Peak Voltage” dial is at 50% of DC bus voltage. Take a screenshot of the
harmonic analyzer and comment on it. Estimate the carrier frequency.
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11. Using the harmonic analyzer, see what happens when you mess with the “Peak Voltage” control
dial.
12. Now look at the gating signal for one of the IGBTs on the scope. Can you tell what type of PWM
is being used?

Snubbers:
1. Build Circuit 2 (from pre‐lab). Use 10V as your DC input. You choose the diode, output capacitor,
and MOSFET. Use one of the transformers in or under the benches. Use a turns ratio of 1:1. Use
the function generator to provide the gating signal. Use a 100 Hz, 50% duty cycle, square wave
to gate the MOSFET.
2. Run the converter first without a snubber. Observe the output voltage as well as the drain‐to‐
source voltage of the MOSFET. Use the scope on the bench, rather than the LVDAC‐EMS scope
to observe the waveforms.
3. Now design a RC snubber and connect in to the circuit. Assume the series (leakage) inductance
of the transformer is 0.695 mH and its core (magnetizing) inductance is 0.183 H. Observe the
same voltages and note any similarities and differences.

Another popular type of snubber is an RCD snubber. RCD stands for resistor, capacitor, and diode. One
good use for an RCD snubber is as a voltage clamper. Here’s the circuit:
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Circuiit 4 Flyback co
onverter withh RCD snubbeer
While oth
her types of sn
nubbers are designed
d
to do
d things like reduce ringin
ng in a circuit or minimize
power dissspated by the FET, this on
ne’s sole purp
pose is to “cla mp” the voltage across th
he switch at a
certain levvel. That leve
el is determined by the folllowing relatioonship:
∗

4. What
W
is Vclamp for
f your snub
bber?

The next thing
t
you nee
ed to determiine is the peaak value of thee switching current. This ccan be easily ffound
by analyziing a simple RL
R circuit.
5. Draw the equivvalent circuit of the left‐haand side of thhe flyback con
nverter, not including any
sn
nubber, when
n the FET is on. Include the
e on‐resistancce of the FET you chose.

6. Assuming therre’s no curren
nt through the
e transforme r when the sw
witch is turneed on, find thee
cu
urrent througgh the FET at the instant th
he switch is tuurned off. Be careful as to which inducttance
vaalue you use for this part.
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Now you know everything you need to determine the value of Cs.
7. Use the following equation to find Cs. See you lab instructor if you’d like to see the derivation.
∆V is the amount of ripple you’ll allow on your snubber capacitor. You choose that value.
,

∗
∆

∆

2

8. Implement your RCD snubber and comment on the results.
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